Design Services
Our team of office planning and design experts will provide all of the
services that you need to properly furnish your upgraded office space.
Our designers will create a floor plan that considers your existing team
structure, overall business objectives, and predicted changes in staff
levels and office culture to create a space that is attractive, functional
and safe.

Comprehensive & State Of The Art

Herman Miller Ethospace Workstation

When it comes to furnishing an office, we understand the importance
of convenience and attention to detail. Our team will work with yours
to identify potential issues and how we can overcome them in a
creative way to plan your perfect office space. Our design team is wellversed in the latest interior design practices and use AutoCAD software
to create accurate space plans. We can create 3D color renderings of
the furniture in your space to help you visualize what your office will
look like.

Herman Miller Ethospace Workstation

Proven Results, Modern Convenience

Herman Miller Canvas Workstation

With over 15-years of designing office spaces nationwide, our team
uses our experience to create an efficient and convenient experience
for our clients. We use current video teleconferencing/screen sharing
technology to review proposals and drawings with your project team
wherever they may be located. This allows us to capture your
feedback in real-time, enabling us to get final solutions into your hands
sooner with less effort.

Adaptive Reuse Of Existing Furniture

Herman Miller AO2 Workstation

Our company was founded on the belief that furniture in great
condition should not be discarded if you decide to remodel your space.
Our team can refurbish and remanufacture your existing furniture as
well as reconfigure your space to match the design aesthetic of your
upgraded office. This will not only save you money versus buying new
office furniture but can also qualify you for LEED Credits and avoid
unnecessary waste going to landfills.

